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Provost Paul Benson contributed an op-ed to Inside Higher
Ed highlighting the UD Sinclair Academy. Local media
reported on the upcoming grand opening for The Hub
Powered by PNC Bank at the Dayton Arcade, and UD
research that is helping power the Mars rover Perseverance.
News media in Russia and Ethiopia plus WebMD and
SiriusXM's Doctor Radio sought faculty expertise on
nutrition, distributing the COVID-19 vaccine, Ethiopia and
Boeing.
Beyond a typical articulation agreement | Tackling transfer
Inside Higher Ed
Paul Benson, provost
University of Dayton, The Entrepreneurs' Center set grand
opening date for Dayton Arcade innovation hub
Dayton Business Journal, Dayton Daily News and WDTN-TV






"Nutrition & Health" program on SiriusXM’s Doctor Radio (go
to 36:57 mark)
Diana Cuy Castellanos, health and sport science
Want a vaccine with that? Drive-thru COVID shots
recommended
WebMD
Michael Gorman, business analytics
Re ections on some challenging questions about the
current situation in Ethiopia
Borkeana (Ethiopia)
Messay Kebede, philosophy
Following a decade of incidents and hundreds of deaths,
how can ‘tainted and deluded’ Boeing regain the public’s
trust?




















Alleged insurrectionist  les for release to home
con nement in Champaign County
WDTN-TV
Thaddeus Ho meister, School of Law
Dayton man indicted for knowingly infecting someone
WDTN-TV
Tom Hagel, School of Law
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